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Fall Ball 

Parent Information Sheet  
Welcome to California Prospects Baseball!  We are a highly competitive baseball program that aspires to prepare you 
for the next level.  We provide a positive and professional training environment where our experienced coaches and 
instructors take a hands-on approach to your development.  Our goal at Prospects Baseball is to help players achieve 
success at all levels of baseball from high school to college and beyond! !
Registration  
Players must complete and submit a registration form with a deposit payment of $125 to secure a roster spot, 
pending a tryout (at the discretion of Prospects coaches). Total fees for the Fall are $250 and you may submit in 
the form of two payments by October 1st.  !
Schedule  
We will play 6 games over the course of 6 Saturdays this Fall. In the event that we have a rainout, the team will meet 
at our indoor facility in Dublin to continue training and development. Games will not be made up, however, we will 
have no rainouts. Training will occur each of the Saturdays listed rain or shine.  !
Event Tracker 
Event Tracker is our online way to update player attendance. We require all players to input their availability. This 
tool allows players and parents to inform coaches about players’ schedules. !
Uniforms 
Prospects Baseball supplies each player with the highest quality uniforms.  We will provide each player with a new hat, 
practice shirt, and jersey.  Players are expected to supply the following items themselves: white pants (no piping 
needed), navy socks, navy belt, and navy undershirt.  We collect all jerseys at the end of the season. !
Bats 
Players will swing wood bats and are asked to supply their own wood bat. We recommend the highest quality wood bats 
by Sandlot Stiks (SandlotStiks.com). If you are not sure which model to swing we can help…just ask! !
Parent and Player Cooperation 
Parents are expected to help facilitate player growth throughout the Fall by getting players to events on time, 
provide proper nutrition and rest, and support coaches over the course of the Fall.  
We appreciate that you have decided to play for Prospects Baseball because of the direction we try to provide to 
aspiring athletes. Having parental support makes all the difference between player growth and players being un-
coachable. Typically players who are uncoachable stem from families who are not open to doing things a different 
way. In baseball and in life there are many ways to accomplish a task, at Prospects Baseball we will try to provide 
players with a variety of methods for success on the field.  
This fall we will be teaching players in game strategy, proper fundamentals and mechanics, nutrition tips and 
facts, physical training methods and as many other ways as we can to prepare for success. The more support we 
can garner from parents the stronger our program will be. Thank you!

http://SandlotStiks.com

